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How/why we use transaction data

• Fill in knowledge gaps with timeliness, higher frequency, broad 

coverage, greater granularity (geographic, industry, product, etc…)

• Create alternative estimates that complement official statistics or 

that verify movements in official statistics

• Answer questions that require more granular data

• Help with a narrative about economic developments



Value of transaction data

• Value of high-frequency data varies over time
– At a FESAC meeting in mid-2020, I noted that the value of such data is increasing in the 

size of a shock or the arrival rate of shocks.  

– More recently, Domenico Giannone from Amazon, said at a “Big Data and Machine 
Learning Conference” (co-sponsored last month by the Board) that “high-frequency data 
are not so helpful in ‘normal times’ because of high-frequency noise”

• Suggests taking a longer perspective when assessing the costs and 
benefits of using such data

• Suggests value of combining data sources using statistical models to 
summarize movements and/or extract more signal 
– Example:  The Fed’s Common Inflation Expectations index (which is a research series)



Example 1:  Payroll Processor Data

Chart is from:  Monetary Policy Report, February 19, 2021, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.



Example 2:  Spending Indicators

Chart is from:  Monetary Policy Report, February 19, 2021, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.



Example 3:  Job Posting Indicators



Example 4:  Employment Indicators



Example 5:  Search/Social Media

Chart from:  Stevens, John. “The Potential for Alternative Data in Official Statistics,” Federal Economic Statistics Advisory Committee 
Meeting, June 2020.



Example 6:  Mobility Data

Charts from:  Stevens, John. “The Potential for Alternative Data in Official Statistics,” Federal Economic Statistics Advisory Committee 
Meeting, June 2020.



Additional Examples of Data Types…

7. Real estate vacancies

8. Prices for shipping

9. Prices for commodities

10.Production/capacity for various goods



An Aside on Non-Transaction Indicators

Chart is from:  Monetary Policy Report, February 19, 2021, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.



An Aside on Non-Transaction 
Indicators, continued

• FRBNY Survey of Consumer Expectations

• Atlanta Fed/Chicago Booth/Stanford Survey of 
Business Uncertainty (SBU)

• Many Federal Reserve Bank surveys for 
manufacturing, services, energy, agriculture 
(often of a diffusion index form)



Lessons Learned

• Acquisitions process takes a team
– For us, we have a team of data librarians manage the acquisition process, including working 

with SMEs, our attorneys, procurement, and the vendor
– Economists and other SMEs participate in data trials

• Every data provider is a little different
– Need to partner with provider to understand their business, the way in which the data are 

generated and captured, and their unique sensitivities
– Need to work closely with the provider to address measurement challenges
– Can’t be complacent, as new challenges will arise
– Bespoke engagements don’t scale

• Getting access to microdata is challenging
– Second-best outcome is having transparency into the transformations and cleaning that is 

done to the underlying data
– Third-best outcome is aggregated data with limited transparency (may be good enough for 

indicator usage but not for creating official statistics)



Lessons Learned, continued…

• Look for “choke points” in the flow of data
– Organizations at those points have large volumes of data, and possibly more 

representative data

– However, the amount of detail may be more limited than what you can get from 
other sources

• Be prepared to manage a multitude of challenges, including:
– Adjusting for potential biases in the data

– Adjusting for non-economic variability

– Communicating findings (including the tension between wanting the same signal as 
corresponding official statistics and wanting a unique signal)

– Long-term availability is harder to ensure than in-house data collections

– Risk of hold-up in contract negotiations

– Risk of reduced innovation (from not looking at additional data sources due to 
required cost and effort)


